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Abstract—Naval surface fleets of the United States and its allies
rely on multiple satellite communication systems (SATCOM)
for onboard communication with other entities such as ships,
shore nodes and hosts from external networks. Current practice
is for an onboard ship router to select a particular SATCOM
link for each outgoing traffic flow based on a mission-specific
routing policy. In this paper we propose an alternative solution
by viewing the multi-SATCOM link utilization task as a traffic
engineering and load balancing problem—in particular, as a
Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) optimization problem. We propose using the Flow Deviation Method (FDM) as a network-wide
optimal load-balancing solution that maximizes total throughput
and minimizes traffic flow delay and jitter. Our approach is
equally valid for both UDP and TCP flows. Network-wide
global optimization is carried out via a central controller in a
Software Defined Networking (SDN) framework. For TCP flows
we propose a novel solution that combines the best attributes
of Multi-Path TCP, SDN and FDM. Compared to single-path
TCP or MPTCP-SDN without FDM-based traffic optimizer,
our proposed combined scheme is more efficient in bandwidth
utilization, delay/jitter minimization and also robust against
jamming and intermittent link failure. Network performance
results are validated via Mininet emulation tests.
Index Terms—Naval Satellite Network, Multipath TCP,
Software-defined Networking, Multi-Commodity Flow

I. I NTRODUCTION
In naval battlefield networks, communications among surface vessels, aircrafts and shore nodes is enabled by governmental and commercial satellite communication systems
(SATCOM). Each navy ship is equipped with one or more
SATCOM terminals. A common router arbitrates traffic from
shipboard local area networks (LAN) to these terminals,
which is then forwarded to the SATCOM network through
a dedicated uplink. In the conventional policy-based routing
architecture [7], each LAN traffic flow is served by a specific SATCOM based on its service or mission thread type.
Therefore, a SATCOM system can become congested due
to mission overload while the capacity of other SATCOM
systems are under-utilized.
In our previous paper [17] we described architectural details
of Software Defined Networking (SDN) implementation for
the naval fleet network with multi-SATCOM connectivity,
which we termed Software-Defined Naval Network using
SATCOM services (SDN-SAT). In SDN-SAT, onboard LAN
hosts use either UDP or Multipath TCP (MPTCP) transport

protocols for their LAN traffic flows. MPTCP splits a packet
stream into multiple TCP subflows and the global SDN
controller distribute the subflows to multiple SATCOMs. The
SDN solution also breaks the tight integration of control and
data plane functions that is commonly seen in the shipboard
hardware routers, enabling the adoption and dynamic reconfiguration of innovative networking protocols.
The problem not yet addressed in [17] is network-wide traffic optimization and bandwidth allocation among SDN-SAT
nodes. We assume that every SATCOM system has limited
bandwidth that is assigned to SDN-SAT and every ship has
a desired transmission rate (traffic demand) that can be estimated based on metered LAN traffic statistics. We also assume
that the assigned SATCOM capacities are known to the global
SDN controller and ships faithfully report their traffic demand
to the global controller. Without a global bandwidth broker,
navy ships rely on default scheduling mechanisms (policybased routing, MPTCP, greedy load balancing algorithms etc.)
to share multiple SATCOM resources. In the MPTCP case the
local scheduler is greedy and unaware of demands from other
flows, resulting in suboptimal load balancing outcomes.
In this paper, we propose an optimal load balancing solution
by viewing the multi-SATCOM link utilization task as a
Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) optimization problem. Our
formulation is closely related to the “Routing Assignment”
problem in [10], whose solution is given by the Flow Deviation Algorithm (FDM). We propose using FDM as a networkwide optimal load-balancing solution that maximizes total
throughput and minimizes traffic flow delay and jitter. Load
balancing operation is carried out within the SDN framework
via the SDN controller serving as the centralized traffic broker
for SDN-SAT. The broker accepts traffic demands from navy
ships and has knowledge of SATCOM capacities. In turn it
instructs each ship in selecting a set of SATCOM channels
and in configuring bandwidth demands on these channels.
To validate network performance results and the feasibility
of SDN implementation in current naval SATCOM systems,
our proposed optimization algorithms and SDN protocols are
tested in Mininet-based SDN emulation platform.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces related work. Section III reviews the SDN-SAT
system of [17]. Then, we construct the MCF formulation of

SDN-SAT traffic load balancing problem and provide details
of the proposed optimization solution in Section IV. Mininet
emulation testbed details are discussed in Section V, followed
by performance analysis in Section VI. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Multipath TCP
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [8] is an enhancement to conventional single-path TCP protocol by exploiting the availability
of multiple communication paths between a pair of hosts for
the benefit of increased reliability in end-to-end data transport.
Applications in Layer 5 and above "see" a single logical
“master” TCP connection even though multiple sub-flows may
be running underneath—each flow as a conventional TCP
connection. MPTCP runs between the applications and TCP
sub-flows. It reconstitutes out-of-order packets from different
sub-flows and performs coupled congestion control among
them. Further details of MPTCP implementation and draft
standards for the current Internet are provided in [9].
In terrestrial wireless and mobile networks, MPTCP can
be implemented in multihomed devices (e.g. smart-phones)
equipped with multiple wireless communication links such as
cellular and WiFi. Such devices can establish sub-connections
through multiple paths and thereby enhance end-to-end data
delivery performance. For SATCOM systems, [5], [6] describes MPTCP benefits in improving throughput and overcoming handover-based intermittence issue in Low Earth
Orbiting satellite networks. An integration of MPTCP and
network coding is shown to be beneficial for satellite systems
with lossy channels [2], [3].
B. Software Defined Networking (SDN)
SDN is an emerging concept that decouples the network control plane from data forwarding plane. Commodity
hardware routers and switches are treated as simple packet
forwarding devices, thereby promoting logical centralization
of network control [14]. The intelligence associated with
routing, flow control and other traffic engineering processes
are executed at a remote location (known as the controller)
and instruction sets are relayed to forwarding devices using an
SDN protocol such as OpenFlow [16]. This paradigm provides
a unified and global view of the network and simplifies policy
enforcement, network (re)configuration and scalability. An
important SDN topic that has received growing attention and
the focus of this paper is traffic engineering [1], [19].
C. Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF)
Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) problem is in the class
of network flow problems in which distinct commodities
exist between source-destination pairs. It has been widely
applied to the routing design problem in systems where
multiple traversing paths exist—e,g. computer networks [20]
and vehicular navigation maps [13]. MCF can also model
and solve bandwidth allocation problems [22], [21]. In recent
years, MCF models and algorithms have been adapted from a
traffic engineering perspective. See [15] where MCF models
are used to optimize load balancing, routing cost and average

delay. Traffic engineering in SDN framework is treated as an
MCF problem in [19].
III. R EVIEW OF SDN-SAT S YSTEM
In our previous paper [17], we described the system architecture of SDN-based naval multi-SATCOM system. Here
we briefly review its main features and components. SDNSAT consists of ships (as nodes), multiple SATCOM systems
(as data service providers), onboard LAN users (as SATCOM
customers), a common router (serving as an SDN switch)
per ship for load balancing of SATCOM resources and an
SDN controller serving as the SATCOM bandwidth broker.
The SDN controller monitors available supply (i.e. SATCOM
capacities) and matches them against demand (i.e. ships’
LAN traffic load). The controller itself has multi-SATCOM
connectivity and thus can be co-located on a ship, a shore
node or the ground hub of a SATCOM system.
From the perspective of a LAN user, SDN-SAT enhances
its data delivery efficiency (due to global load balancing
operation of all LAN flows) and provides redundancy as well
as robustness against SATCOM link failure (via multi-route
delivery options). In SDN-SAT system, each ship node has
a desired transmission rate (i.e. aggregate demand of LAN
users) and each SATCOM has a fixed capacity that is shared
by all ship nodes that have access to it. The topic that has
not been addressed in [17]—and the focus of this paper—
is the controller’s load balancing optimization method—both
algorithmic details and implementation in SDN framework.
IV. BANDWIDTH A LLOCATION AS A M ULTI -C OMMODITY
F LOW P ROBLEM
In SDN-SAT the set of navy ships (nodes) is denoted by N
and the set of SATCOM systems as S. Network topology is
characterized by Ns : the set of ships attached to any SATCOM
system s ∈ S, and Sn : the set of SATCOM systems accessible
by any ship n ∈ N , respectively. Certain ships have full
connectivity to all SATCOMs, i.e. Sn = S while others only
have partial connectivity, i.e. Sn ⊂ S. Each ship-satellite
connection (i.e. SATCOM channel) is composed of an uplink
and a downlink.
To avoid ambiguity in terminology and usage, we define
the following: Each SATCOM system s allocates total data
rate BWs (in bits per second)—which we call SATCOM
"capacity"—that is shared among SDN-SAT nodes. Each
SATCOM channel can carry per-ship data rate (i.e. SATCOM
"bandwidth"), denoted as Cn,s for SATCOM s and ship
n. The LAN user set of ship n is Ln . Each LAN user’s
traffic demand is called user "bandwidth" and denoted as
rl,n , lP∈ Ln . Each ship n has total bandwidth demand
Rn = ∀l rl,n from its LAN users to destinations on another
ship, shore nodes or external hosts switched via a SATCOM
gateway. In this model we assume a rate-stationary system
where both demands and supplies do not change over time.
Our algorithms can be readily adapted to dynamic systems
by running periodic updates. An example of a 2-node, 2SATCOM SDN-SAT system is given in Fig. 1a. Finally,
for notational convenience we assume each LAN user traffic
applies to a single UDP or TCP flow such that there is an

entry per flow in the flow table in a SDN switch for selective
treatment such as SATCOM link selection, rate metering, etc.
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Fig. 1: Bandwidth allocation in SDN-SAT

A. Problem Formulation
The task of the SDN controller as a traffic broker is to
provide instruction sets to SDN switches for their respective
bandwidth allocations Cn,s for n ∈ Ns , ∀s ∈ S, given
S, N , Sn , Ns , Rn , BWs . A naive approach is to distribute
BWs equally among the connected ships in Ns . In Fig. 1b,
2 Mbps is assigned to each ship on SATCOM s1 while the
entire capacity 5 Mbps of s2 is available to n2 since n1 cannot
access s2 . In this scenario if both n1 and n2 were to utilize
their assigned SATCOM bandwidths, s1 would be saturated,
resulting in large packet delay and jitter. Our optimization objective is to balance traffic demands versus assigned SATCOM
bandwidths across all nodes and SATCOM systems such
both SATCOM capacity and per-ship bandwidth saturation
cases are avoided—provided that SDN-SAT network is undersaturated; i.e. total SATCOM capacity supply is greater than
total node traffic demand.
In an under-saturated service-demand traffic model, packet
delay D can be expressed as the inverse of residual bandwidth:
D∝

L
P

BWs −

Cn,s

n∈Ns

where L is the packet size. As traffic demand approaches
SATCOM bandwidth, packet delay becomes excessive (D →
∞). We formulate the bandwidth allocation problem in SDNSAT in the following MCF form, which is an adaptation to
the “Routing Assignment” problem in [10]:
1 X L · fs
(1)
min T =
Cn,s
γ
BWs − fs
s∈S

s.t. : fs =

X

Cn,s ≤ BWs , ∀s ∈ S

n∈Ns

X

Cn,s = Rn , ∀n ∈ N , Cn,s ≥ 0

s∈Sn

where γ =

P

Rn . This formulation minimizes total packet

n∈N

delay T while satisfying both capacity and bandwidth demand
constraints.

B. The Flow Deviation Method
The Flow Deviation Method (FDM) [10] is a gradientbased iterative algorithm that converges to the solution of
the MCF problem 1. Details of the algorthm as pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 1. For successful execution,
a complete network topology must be specified. In general
end-to-end data delivery over a SATCOM system is either 2
or 4 communication hops. If the destination node is external
(non SDN-SAT), then its trafic is forwarded via the ground
hub gateway to external networks—thus two hops with uplink
access only. For SDN-SAT node-to-node data delivery, four
hops are required:
node → satellite → ground hub → satellite → node
In this paper we consider uplink bandwidth optimization
only;1 Based on this model all source nodes have a common
destination: the SATCOM ground hub as shown in Fig. 2. Our
model also assumes that the feeder link between the satellite
and its ground hub has enough capacity to accommodate
total uplink data rate BWs . We denote the resulting network
topology as graph G. The FDM algorithm splits ships’ total
bandwidth demand into flows and assigns them to multiple
paths (SATCOM channels from different SATCOM systems),
aiming to balance the load and minimize packet delay. Once
converged, FDM returns the flow assignment on each path
from every source-destination pair. For the example in Fig.
1b, FDM-based allocations are Cn1 ,s1 = 3 Mbps, Cn2 ,s1 = 0
Mbps and Cn2 ,s2 = 2 Mbps. Further details of FDM and its
proof of correctness are provided in [10][12].
V. S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION
In this section we discuss design and implementation details
of the SDN-SAT traffic optimization algorithms and associated SDN protocols on the SDN network emulator Mininet
[4]. In summary, our SDN emulation testbed uses Mininet
2.1.0, Floodlight 1.2 (for the controller), OpenFlow 1.3 Software Switch and MPTCP Linux Kernel Implementation v0.90.
The MPTCP congestion control is set as Linked Increase
Algorithm lia, the path manager is fullmesh. Experiments
are run on a Linux Ubuntu 16.04 machine. Performance
analysis is limited to TCP flows, highlighting unique features
of MPTCP and SDN; however, our optimization methods and
emulation procedures are equally valid for UDP flows.
A. Mininet-based SDN Environment
Mininet provides a virtual network environment that consists of hosts, SDN switches, and SDN controller. Each
host is a virtual representation of the physical machine. The
hosts enable Multipath TCP (MPTCP) protocol to access
available bandwidth from multiple SATCOMs. For SDN
switches and the controller, we use OpenFlow 1.3 Software
Switch and Floodlight 1.2 controller, respectively. An element
in OpenFlow 1.3 Software Switch that is essential to our
implementation is the Meter. A Meter is used to measure
and control the rate of flow. It triggers a meter band if the
1 Joint

uplink-downlink optimization research is currently ongoing.

packet rate passing through exceeds a predefined threshold—
hence, also referred to as the rate limiter. Floodlight controls
the network by communicating with OpenFlow switches via
the OpenFlow protocol.

nodes in current topology. The current active paths (flows)
will be stored in the FDM module in order to instruct FDM
computation. As for the demand and bandwidth resource
input, we implement REST API, which accepts user-specified
configuration at runtime.
B. Floodlight Implementation
The FDMCalculator module has several components. The
We implement the FDM-based traffic optimization FDMTopology class is a topology builder that translates the
in the Floodlight controller. Three main functionalities actual network topology (built from Mininet script) into
we add to the Floodlight controller are MPTCP- a logical topology for the ease of FDM computation. At
aware forwarding, the FDM algorithm and bandwidth the same time, the topology builder reads the demand and
metering. Our Floodlight implementation is available at capacity passed by the REST API. These will be the input of
https://github.com/momokipf/floodlight_mptcp/tree/add_feature. the FDM algorithm. The second component is the FlowDe1) MPTCP-aware Forwarding: To support MPTCP we viationMethod class, which implements the main FDM algorely on two components in the Floodlight controller: the rithm. Finally, the FDMCalculator and IFDMCalculatorSerTopology Manager (TM) and the Forwarding Module (FM). vice classes wrap up the module and publish it as a Floodlight
The TM builds the global topology and enables other modules service.
3) Meter: As noted earlier, we use OpenFlow switch meter
to get topology information such as the set of paths between
hosts. The FM is one customer of these services. When a to limit bandwidth demand of the links. We wrap our meter
new MPTCP session joins the network, the FM assigns each related functions into a class DropMeter. It implements the
subflow a different path from the set of paths between source creation of meters on switches and flow-meter binding funcand destination. This requires the FM to look into the MPTCP tions. The first time a flow arrives at a particular switch, the
option and match each subflow to an existing MPTCP session. switch either consults the controller or relies on its local lookWe reuse the matching algorithm proposed in our previous up table for an instruction list regarding this flow. Besides
forwarding instructions, Floodlight controller also creates a
paper [17].
2) FDM Algorithm: FDMCalculator implements the FDM meter (with rate obtained from FDM service) and binds the
algorithm and populates the bandwidth limiter on target links. flow with the meter on this switch.
The input to this module is the up-to-date global topology as
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
well as the traffic demands and SATCOM capacities. Similar
In this section, we present emulation results of traffic flow
to the FM, the FDM module queries TM to retrieve links and
optimization in SDN-SAT. First we introduce the emulation
setup, followed by description of test scenarios and emulation
results. Performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated
Input: Graph G resulted from the SDN-SAT network.
based on comparison among three different data delivery
Output: The optimal routing assignment.
k
options: 1) single path TCP (without SDN), 2) MPTCP-SDN
Define: fl the traffic on link l in iteration k; Fk the traffic
(without FDM optimization) and 3) MPTCP-SDN-FDM (with
profile in iteration k whose elements are flk ; iBWlk the
inflated capacity of link l in iteration k; dkl the length (cost)
FDM optimization).
of link l in iteration k.
BWl
∂T
L
, fl0 = 0, and
Initialize: Link length d0l = ∂f
0 = γ
(BWl −fl0 )2
l
BWl is the link capacity.
while Fk does not converge do
for Link l do
flk+1 ← 0;
end
for n ∈ N do
Find the shortest path πn from n to destination; for
Link l along πn do
flk+1 ← Rn ;
end
end
Binary search x∗ ∈ [0, 1] such that
Fk+1 ← x∗ · Fk+1 + (1 − x∗ ) · Fk
yields the optimal Fk+1 that minimizes T ;
iBWlk+1 ← α · BWl , where α = max(1, max
l

flk+1
);
BWl

for Link l do
dk+1
←
l
end

L
γ

iBWlk+1
2
(iBWlk+1 −flk+1 )
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Fig. 2: Emulation topology for SDN-SAT system
A. Emulation Setup

;

end

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of FDM algorithm

The emulated SDN-SAT network topology is shown in
Fig. 2. It consists of 3 ships and 3 SATCOM systems. This
is the smallest network topology we can construct (without
cluttering the graph G ) and still differentiate the outcomes
of three data delivery options using pen-and-paper analysis.

The following parameters are carefully chosen to elucidate
asymmetric features among nodes and SATCOMs: SATCOM
capacities BWs1 = 4, BWs2 = 4, BWs3 = 12 (in Mbps);
bandwidth demand of the ships Rn are equal, stepped up from
1 to 6 (Mbps) to generate over-saturated scenarios per link,
per node or per SATCOM system. Ship 1 (n1 ) has no access
to SATCOM 3 (s3 ) while the other two have full SATCOM
access. Traffic that arrives at a particular satelite on uplink
channels are forwarded to the common ground hub before
reaching its final destination.
If all ships use single path TCP (e.g. TCP Cubic [11]), each
ship relies on a default SATCOM system for data delivery. In
the best case they each choose a different SATCOM that may
or may not support their respective demands. In the worst
case, each ship is unaware of demand from other ships—and
without the coordination of SDN controller—some ships may
select the same SATCOM system, resulting in poor throughput
and delay statistics. MPTCP allows each ship to use multiple
subflows but it alone cannot resolve the bandwidth congestion
problem since the underlying routing protocol uses single-path
forwarding. With SDN and MPTCP-aware forwarding, every
ship can obtain bandwidth from multiple sources (i.e. different
SATCOM systems). This additional agility of MPTCP-SDN
allows each TCP connection to traverse through multiple
SATCOM links, thus improving its individual throughput and
delay jitter as well as the overall system bandwidth utilization
via global load balancing offered by the FDM algorithm.
B. Emulation Results and Analysis
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Fig. 3: FDM bandwidth allocation
When all ships transmit using single path TCP, n1 gets
at most 4. Ships n2 and n3 either share s3 or one of
them chooses s2 . To maximize bandwidth utilization, we
assume that n2 and n3 share s3 . Note that this is already
the best configuration we can set up under single path TCP.
In contrast, MPTCP uses as many SATCOMs as possible
(n1 uses two, while n2 and n3 use all three). Since the
total capacity is greater than the demand, ideally all the
ships should be satisfied if they use MPTCP. Moreover, FDM
balances the load at the SATCOMs by adjusting assigned
bandwidths between SATCOMs and ships. The allocation
given by FDM is plotted in Fig. 3a when Rn increases
from 1 to 6. Due to the symmetry of n2 and n3 , their
bandwidth allocations are the same. Moreover, s2 and s3 are
also symmetric. Therefore their total traffic loads are equal,
i.e. Cn1 ,s1 +Cn2 ,s1 +Cn3 ,s1 = Cn1 ,s2 . Fig. 3b shows the total
traffic load of the three SATCOMs when Rn = 6. Indeed, the
load is well balanced by FDM as every SATCOM as has
residual bandwidth.

The average goodput (and its standard deviation) of three
different schemes are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, the goodput
of n2 and n3 increases linearly with their demand as they
share s3 which has abundant capacity. The goodput of n1
suffers since its transmission rate is limited by the capacity
of s1 . In Fig. 4b and 4c, all ships have similar goodput
performance as they employ MPTCP to share the SATCOMs.
The difference is that, as the demand exceeds the saturation
point of 4, goodput in Fig. 4b becomes unstable. Without
FDM intervention, the three MPTCP sessions try to optimize
their packet scheduling independently. This results in greedy
local traffic optimization which eventually saturates s1 and s2 .
The consequence is that subflows passing through s1 and s2
slow down the entire transmission. This is known as the headof-line blocking issue of MPTCP [18]. On the other hand,
FDM globally optimizes bandwidth allocation and restricts
the rate of subflows that access s1 and s2 .
We also present the jitter of Round Trip Time (RTT)
per ship under different schemes in Fig. 5. We only show
the results of case Rn = 6. Using single path TCP, all
the SATCOMs are saturated and delay jitter is large. Using
MPTCP without FDM, the delay jitter is almost equally large
as the MPTCP scheduler greedily injects packets whenever
the buffer of a subflow is not full. Therefore, s1 and s2
are saturated and packets that access these SATCOMs have
large RTT jitter. Particularly for n2 and n3 , the slow subflows
that access s1 and s2 also drag down the third subflow that
accesses s3 as a result of the head-of-line blocking issue.
Lastly, with the help of FDM traffic optimization, the RTT of
MPTCP is small and smooth, as traffic load is well balanced
and none of the SATCOMs are saturated.
As a final note, in our previous paper we have shown
that another advantage of MPTCP compared to single path
TCP is that it improves system robustness. In the scenario of
Fig. 2, suppose n2 and n3 are sharing s3 to maximize their
throughputs. If s3 is out due to jamming or intermittence, both
ships will lose connection and have to be rerouted to other
channels. In contrast, MPTCP maintains multiple concurrent
connection to the SATCOMs and is able to smoothly shift
traffic to other channels when s3 fails.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The paper is our follow-on to the application of SDN framework to multi-SATCOM network architecture such as that of
a naval surface fleet network. Unlike the conventional policybased routing procedure, we treat the multi-SATCOM link
utilization problem as a Multi-Commodity Flow optimization
problem and propose a partciular derivative solution known as
the Flow Deviation Method. Additionally, we propose using
Multipath TCP in combination with SDN and FDM since it
offers unique benefits (higher throughput, lower delay jitter
and robustness against link failure) compared to its singlepath counterpart.
Two related topics absent in this paper are convergence
time of FDM and control overhead (in terms of SATCOM
bandwidth) exchanged between SDN switches and their controller. We are currently developing large-node SDN emula-
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tion testbed and quantitative measures of these parameters will
be addressed in our future work.
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